6-Step Roadmap
to Optimizing Your
Subscription Strategy
A plan from industry executives to boost your
subscription base

The subscription economy has arrived — and
publishers must pay attention
In recent years, subscriptions have become increasingly important to consumers who want convenient
access to products at their leisure — without the hassle of making repeat purchases. Although print
media subscriptions have been around long before this booming trend began, it has taken other
industries time to evolve and create their own subscription services. Today, the subscription economy is
thriving.
The ultimate value of subscriptions lies in what consumers deem as valuable. People want to feel like
they’re getting a great product for their money. Amazon Prime is an excellent example of a subscription
service that delivers high value. The retailer’s strategy? Consistently include additional items in the
subscription to make it increasingly “sticky”.
However, the subscription craze goes far beyond big name brands. Over 25% of consumers plan
to purchase more subscriptions, or upgrade existing subscriptions, in 2021. In the media industry,
subscriptions give audiences access to the news that’s most relevant to them on a regular basis—as
quickly and easily as possible.
Subscription models also enable publishers to tap into a recurring revenue stream that’s both stable and
predictable. The more low-churn subscription revenue you’re generating, the greater the value of your
media organization.
In this white paper, we’ll discuss the challenges associated with creating successful subscription models,
and explore how publishers are currently incorporating subscriptions into their businesses. We’ll also
offer our take on the subscription economy as it relates to the media industry, and share a
6-step subscription plan with the key questions you should ask yourself and your team about your
subscription strategy and technology.
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Roadblocks to
subscription success

While numerous media organizations worldwide have implemented successful subscription models to
bolster their audience bases and advertising revenues, many others have faced hurdles when getting
started with subscriptions. Fewer than 40% of publishers reported being “very or extremely focused”
on growing their subscription revenue, according to our recent report, Combined Revenue Models
Gaining Traction in Media Industry.
The major factors impacting the success of subscription models include buy-in for change initiatives
from management, and access to the right technology to support your subscription strategy. Until now,
publishers have had to build their own subscription systems. This approach is problematic because it’s
very expensive to customize. You can’t simply use a paywall system and turn it into a subscription and
micro-billing system without a heavy lift on your end. As a result, media companies have become bogged
down by their organizational infrastructure and legacy technology. This causes two primary issues
that place you at a disadvantage:

1

Legacy technology doesn’t enable you to gather a substantial volume
of audience data over a sufficient period of time to provide you with
proper insight into your subscribers’ behavior and preferences. This
prevents you from optimizing your subscription offerings with ease.

2

Media organizations can’t predict revenue for the year, month, week,
or even the day when using outdated systems that don’t allow for
these snapshots to be taken. This leads to building or buying more
software, which is a drain on time and budget. And, if you go this
route, you’ll still have to work between systems to manually calculate
your revenue.

Subscription sales are typically more difficult to close than advertising sales. This means
it’s crucial for publishers to have access to tools that help them simplify their subscription
ecosystems and understand their customers better. The goal? To present buyers with the right
subscription option at the right time.
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A path forward
The media industry must empower publishers to demonstrate and capitalize on their value. It’s time
to eliminate antiquated subscription package models and optimize the paywall journey so that more
than 0.5% of audiences convert into paying subscribers. The industry must begin to offer audiences a
compelling value proposition to increase the amount they spend on subscription products.
It’s also critical to define the steps that make up a solid subscription process. As a publisher, you need to
know your product, your audience, and what represents value to that audience. This helps you establish
the best path for them to acquire your product.
Finally, the media industry must move away from a one-size-fits-all approach to subscriptions and
begin creating targeted, dynamic offers as well as using trigger points throughout the subscription
funnel, including e-commerce techniques like discounts and urgency. To achieve this goal, you need a
technology solution that enables you to create and deploy intelligent, effective subscription offers.
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Subscriptions
provide personalized,
trustworthy content
Subscription models offer advantages to media
organizations, audiences, and advertisers alike,
which makes this business model an ideal choice
for revenue diversification. As a publisher,
subscriptions give you an opportunity to grow your
audience and monetize your content. In turn, your
audience gains access to personalized content on a
regular basis. In addition, the robust audience data
generated by subscriptions is an attractive selling
point for advertisers, who can use this information
to optimize their messaging and targeting, increasing
ad conversions.
Publishers who have leveraged subscriptions in their
own businesses realize that there is a demand for
content, and access to this content is paramount.
However, in today’s digital age where disinformation
runs rampant, access to content has become less of
an issue, while the crux of the matter has shifted to
the value of the content being created and shared
online. Enter subscriptions as part of the solution to
the fake news problem.
Implementing a subscription model for your media organization presents you with a golden
opportunity to use your audience data for the betterment of the industry as a whole. Your data
can go beyond simply informing you and your advertisers about subscriber preferences — it can
help you show your audience that you understand what values matter to them, and that you’re
determined to deliver. Never underestimate the power of building trust as a way to grow your
subscriptions, as long as you do so authentically.
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Why you need to
understand customer
lifetime value
The right technology is essential to establishing
trust with customers and offering them
subscription packages that are tailored to meet
their needs. A solution like Lineup Systems’
Amplio subscription management platform
can help you better understand your audience
to ensure your products are targeted to your
various buyer segments.
Your tech should focus on helping you bring
different data sources together and presenting
you with opportunities. Modern subscription
functionality will provide you with a predictable
cost structure and a return on investment (ROI)
analysis that allows you to see how much you’re
spending on your subscription model and what
it’s bringing back into your business. One key
metric to track is customer lifetime value (CLV).

How to calculate customer
lifetime value
Determining CLV can help you identify your high value subscribers and keep them within your
subscription ecosystem, resulting in greater benefits for them (e.g., hyper-targeted content and
delivery) and more revenue for you. The Pareto Principle supports this idea, stating that 80%
of a company’s profits come from only 20% of its customers. It literally pays off to focus your
attention on these top tier accounts.
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Here’s how to calculate the CLV metric:

CLV

=

AVERAGE
TRANSACTION
VALUE

x

NUMBER OF
TRANSACTIONS

x

AVERAGE
LENGTH OF
CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

Once you’ve estimated each individual subscriber’s total spend on your packages throughout their
entire relationship with your media organization, you’ll know who your most valuable customers are
and you’ll be better positioned to reduce customer churn.
This is where a solution like Amplio comes in. This technology enables you to create a detailed profile
of each subscriber so you can leverage the data to grow your business. Your next step is to create and
deploy the right offers at the right time.
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How to create &
deploy offers to
increase subscriptions
Nearly 65% of publishers find it challenging
to convert their audiences into subscribers.
The solution? You must make your subscription
offerings more compelling to your audience,
which is where a deep understanding of
your customers through data analysis and
segmentation is critical.
You need to know your products intimately,
determine how you want to sell those products,
who you should sell each one to, and how to sell
to your specific audience segments. For example,
a news package priced at $30 per month is only
relevant to certain people. Others will prefer
only sports for $12.
Here’s how a tool like Amplio can help you:

1

Segment your website traffic analysis and first-party data from
multiple sources to create defined audience groups by combining or
filtering the data into targetable audiences.

2

Develop a customized user journey map for each audience. This will
enable you to create first-time experiences that drive brand loyalty,
and reduce your service costs by up to 20%.

3

Target each respective audience segment with a compelling
subscription offer or bundle tailored specifically to them, based on
what you’ve learned about that particular audience segment.

4

Enable customers to bundle or unbundle an offer to a format that
helps them increase the likelihood of conversion.
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The importance of testing
Any subscription solution you use should enable you to test the offers you create for each of your
audience segments to find out which packages convert best. It’s imperative to have the flexibility to test
different hypotheses with ease and speed. A common issue with testing is that technical expertise is
often required, whereas with Amplio, publishers are empowered to do this testing themselves.
Your subscription technology should also allow you to develop nurture journeys to help prevent
customer churn. With Amplio, you get access to churn rate analysis functionality so you can see the
real results of your offerings and put an end to the guesswork.
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Benefits of
1

Reduce costs: Slash your total cost of ownership by reducing your
required number of systems.

2

Grow recurring revenue: Optimize your subscription funnels and
coordinate with your advertising sales team to increase recurring
monthly and annual revenue.

3

Streamline testing: Reduce or eliminate development and testing
costs.

4

Supercharge your tech stack: Integrate with core systems (like
paywall, DMP, or marketing) out of the box for efficiency gains on day
one.

5

Build stronger customer relationships: Understand your customers
better and engage consistently with data-driven nurturing.

6

Increase transparency: Gain access to a “Single Customer View”
— a registered user’s complete history of interactions with your
publication across all advertising and subscription channels. Through
this history, gain insight into their total customer value for further
targeting.

7

Cut down on coding: Eliminate IT time spent on product and
package configuration.

8

Speed up operations: Close the gap between idea and
implementation to action revenue opportunities faster.
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How to analyze
your subscription
offerings for wins and
improvements
As part of the testing process for subscription offers, publishers should regularly review their CRM
analytics and do a deep dive into their audience demographics so they can begin carefully mapping
demographics to products.

A/B
TEST

CREATE
MATCH

REFINE
TUNE

You should aim to create your testing and tuning strategy along with your product and sales strategy.
You’ll also need to review your analytics on an ongoing basis. In today’s media landscape, developing
only one iteration of a subscription product won’t fly. Regular testing and improvement is crucial. This is
why your media organization needs change management and technology systems to support you as you
make adjustments on the go.
Success in the subscription economy is all about marginal gains. Imagine if a publisher could manage
their conversion process the way Amazon does, testing 10 different packages over time with 10
different customers. Our advice? Fail fast, and learn from each iteration of a product. This approach
mitigates risk to your business.
With a solution like Amplio, updating packages and rate cards is no longer the hassle that it once was.
Now, the process is fast and simple, which enables you to get your offerings to market quickly, driving
both subscription and advertising revenue.
For example, you may decide to target males with an affinity for a specific luxury car brand who are
between the ages of 35 and 60 and have an income level above $75,000 per year. With a modern
subscription management platform, you can create a package tailored to that audience and make
it available to your advertisers in your self-service portal. You’ll be able to report on the package’s
performance (nearly in real time), optimize it, and increase your cost per thousand impressions
(CPM) accordingly.
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5 publishers finding
success with
subscriptions
Ready to see subscription success in action? Let’s explore 5 examples of media organizations with
solid subscription strategies.

1

Business Insider: This New York-based digital publication teamed
up with American Express in late 2020 to grow its subscriber base
by targeting credit card holders with a special offer including two
options: a 6-month or year-long free trial of Business Insider. This
was an attractive proposition for American Express’ customer base of
small- and medium-sized businesses.

2

Le Parisien: This Paris daily newspaper doubled its digital
subscriptions and its subscription revenue in 2020 after gating its
highest quality content behind a paywall and increasing prices from 5
to 10 euros per month. Le Parisien credited data as the foundation of
this strategy, giving the newspaper insight into which types of content
its readers preferred.

3

NYT Cooking: This arm of The New York Times (NYT) gained
600,000 subscribers in 2020, even while the broader publication’s
advertising revenue declined by 55%. NYT Cooking also grew its
newsletter subscriber list to become the second largest among all of
NYT’s newsletter properties.

4

The Guardian: Subscription models have also been thriving in the
U.K., where The Guardian increased its digital subscriber base by
43% in 2020 (or a new subscriber every two minutes).

5

Tortoise Media: This London-based publisher leveraged virtual
events to boost its subscriber count, branding the events as
Tortoise ThinkIns and keeping them exclusive to subscribers. This was
an excellent way to offer extra value to a paying audience.
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A 6-step plan to boost
your subscription
base



Use this checklist to walk through the key questions you should ask yourself and your team
about your media organization’s current subscription strategy and technology.

STEP 1
Know your product
Understanding your subscription products intimately, including the full cost of creating and
managing each one, is essential to mapping demographics to products, calculating ROI, and determining
pricing. This will enable you to fine-tune your products and grow your recurring revenue more
effectively.
Questions to ask:

1

How many subscription options do we have available to customers?

2

Which options tend to be most popular with which types of subscribers?

3

What is the true cost of our subscription products: production costs, the
cost of sales processes, and the cost of each physical product?
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STEP 2
Know your customer
It’s also critical to have a deep level of knowledge of your audience’s preferences, behaviors
(including actions they’ve taken on your website), and how they’re arriving at your site if you want to
level up your subscription strategy.
However, gaining this insight doesn’t happen in a vacuum. You must engage directly with your audience,
seek their feedback, and listen to their needs to truly strengthen your relationships and the potential of
your subscription offerings.
Questions to ask:

1

What demographics do our customers fall into?

2

What sources of information do we have to tell us who our customers are?

3

Who are our existing subscribers?

4

How often are we speaking with or soliciting feedback from customers
who aren’t already subscribers?
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STEP 3
Understand your current
subscription system
Identifying and eliminating any roadblocks caused by your technology is key to a successful
subscription strategy. Your self-service portal should make the process of managing subscriptions
simple and straightforward for your customers, on a 24/7 basis. It should also leverage your audience
data to deliver a highly personalized user experience, with the ability to create bundles as your
customers may choose.
Questions to ask:

1

How do we create a new product in our subscription system?

2

Will this product be flexible to build?
Yes

No

3

How long will it take to build the new product?

4

Do we need a developer to write the code for us?
Yes

No
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STEP 4
Strive for internal team alignment
Research indicates that publishers may be wearing rose-colored glasses when it comes to the subject of
interdepartmental collaboration, according to our recent report, Combined Revenue Models Gaining
Traction in Media Industry.
It’s imperative to ask yourself whether this scenario applies to your media organization, and whether
you’ve achieved the cross-departmental alignment necessary to advance your company’s growth.
Questions to ask:

1

What has been tried before and why didn’t it succeed?

2

How can we get our ad sales team aligned with our subscriptions team?

3

Do staff understand why we’re pursuing new revenue streams?
Yes

4

No

Do they understand how these models can help serve our audience better,
while contributing to a healthy bottom line?
Yes

No
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STEP 5
Be ready to iterate
When subscription sales are lagging, you must be able to quickly determine the problem and identify
whether it’s a product or pricing issue. You can’t afford to be held back by clunky legacy technology
when your bottom line is at stake. Asking the right questions and using the right software can help you
get back on track.
Questions to ask:

1

How quickly can we launch a test?

2

Who needs to be involved?

3

How quickly can we make changes to packages based on the data we
gather?
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STEP 6
Measure your results
Once you’ve completed all of the previous steps in this checklist, it’s time to track your performance.
Start by establishing concrete and realistic key performance indicators (KPIs) — for example, KPIs
related to revenue or subscriber engagement. Then, use your subscription management platform to
measure those KPIs.
Questions to ask:

1

What does success look like?

2

How do we measure it?

3

What will we do with the metrics we gather?
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Discover the power of
Amplio

Wave goodbye to legacy subscription technology, its costly development requirements, and disparate
data — and increase your revenue with ease and speed using Lineup Systems’ Amplio subscription
management platform.

With Amplio, you’ll get access to a complete suite of product and revenue management features,
including no-code product and package configuration functionality, a drag-and-drop nurture campaign
creator, and a full finance system. You’ll also have the benefit of several out-of-the-box integrations so
that Amplio can communicate with your existing tech.
Now that you have greater insight into the current position of your subscription model, take your
learning one step further and speak with an expert to find out how you can implement the right
technology to support your subscription strategy.

Book your

DISCOVERY
CALL
now
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